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Chapter 941 Play Rough

When Boone heard Camille's words, he laughed and said, "You can
watch it later. Let me first let our new instructor understand that going
to the army is not as dignified as being the head of a family in this
secular society."
Soon, Casey walked to the jeep. He did not take much things but a bag
containing a few clothes and some important items.
Magnus did not tell him how long he would stay in the army, but Casey
felt his mission would be finished as long as the soldiers was trained,
which was not difficult, so he felt he thought he would stay in the North
Border for too long.
Before going out, Casey had been settled affairs of the Davies family,
and a few days before the, he had concentrated on accompanying Edith
and Sherry.
Although Edith did not want Casey to go to the north border, Casey had
to, so she could not ask him to stay.
So two people agreed that Casey went outside and Edith was at home
to take care everything of the Davies family.
After coming to the front of the jeep, Casey looked inside and found
that it was a man and a woman. He had already learned who would to
pick him up, so he knew the names of the two people.
He stood by the side of the car and waited for the two men to get off,
but after a long time, neither of them showed any intention of getting
off.
Camille originally wanted to get off to say hello to Casey, but was
stopped by Boone.
According to his meaning, he wanted to see what Casey would do after
being ignored, and to let him know people in the army could not be
messed with.
Seeing that Boone and Camille pretended that they had not seen him,
Casey was clear in the mind what they wanted to do.
He showed a teasing radian, shouted to the car, "Boone Wallace,
Camille Hussain! Get out of the car!"

As a master of half sublimation, Casey had a vigorous voice which was



penetrating, even across the window, it could shake the ears of people.
Boone and Camille were shocked and got off the car.
Boone stared at Casey and then said with a smile, "You are Casey
Davies, right? I am really sorry, we were chatting just now and did not
notice you."
Camille followed suit and said, "Hello, general instructor. I am your
political instructor, Camille Hussain."
Casey gave cold hum and said, "What is your mission?"
Camille replied, "Take general instructor to the North Border."
"Is it a dereliction of duty that I passed you and you didn't see me?"
Casey questioned.
Two people was stunned and did not expect that Casey said they were
dereliction of duty.
"General instructor, we were just distracted, it is not so serious." Boone
looked at Casey with dissatisfaction.
Casey looked at Boone and said in a cold voice, "I am the general
instructor or you are the general instructor? Is it your turn to tell me
what to do?"
Boone could not refute and could only say, "No, you are right."
"Picking up people is trifle and you can’t do it well, it shows that you are
not capable. No wonder your commander asked me to be your general
instructor." Casey mercilessly criticized Boone and Camille.
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Boone did not expect that Casey would say he was not capable, now it
seemed that he had not chance to explain.
Camille hated Boone secretly. If she had known it, she would not listen
to Boone.
"You two now do 100 push-ups as punishment. If you do it again, you
will not just do push-ups." Casey said coldly.
Boone and Camille looked at each other, now they were on the street, if
they did push-ups, they would be laughed at by others.
"What, my orders don't work? I'll have to talk to your commander."
Casey opened his mouth.
"We will do it!" Boone hurriedly opened his mouth, if the commander
knew that he deliberately ignored the new general instructor, he would
never be able to be a general instructor.
With that, he fell to the ground and began to do push-ups.
Many people passing by saw this and gathered around to watch.



Boone was unhappy, but in the face of superior’s orders, he had to
obey. And he was sure that Casey had no ability and could only control
him relying on his identity.
Camille was in dilemma seeing that Boone began to do push-ups. She
had few physical training and 100 push-ups for her was difficult. Plus,
they were on the street.
Casey saw Camille had no action, he asked, "Do you want to disobey my
order?"
Camille shook her head and said, "General instructor, I'm a girl..."
Casey gave cold hum and said "sorry, men and women are equal. You
made a mistake, you should be punished."
Camille had to lie on the ground and do push-ups.
Boone was a master of Thai boxing. One hundred push-ups are just a
piece of cake for him. He could finish them in a short time.
Camille was painful, although her physical quality was much better than
the average girls, it was still very difficult for her to do one hundred
push-ups. In the end, she could not lift up her arms.
Boone looked at Camille with guilt, because Camille was punished
because of him. If he had known this, he would not have do it.
At the same time, he disliked Casey and vowed to let Casey know his
power. In the north border, he would let Casey know who the boss was.
Casey was not afraid of offending Boone or Camille. Although he had
not been a soldier, he knew what kind of place of the army was, if he
showed he was easy to be bullied, these rebellious soldiers would turn
over the sky.
Casey could see that he could not convince Boone, but he was not in a
hurry. When they were in the north border, Casey would show them
how power he was.
Finally, Camille finished the push-ups, climbed up from the ground,
looked at Casey with resentment.
Casey did not care about it but got directly into the car.
Camille turned to look at Boone. Boone whispered to Camille, "Don’t
worry, I will teach him a lesson. Even if he was the general instructor, he
can’t be arrogant to us."

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 942 Reaching the North Border

In the Military Airport of B City.
Boone and Camille drove Casey here. Three people went in a helicopter



and headed for the north border.
Because of what happened before, Camille and Boone did not want to
talk to Casey, so the helicopter had been very silent. Camille from time
to time grudgingly took a glance at Casey, blaming Casey for punishing
her.
After all, Camille was treated as a beautiful girl in the army. There were
many men in the army and Camille looked pretty, so no one would
punish her to do push-ups.
Now this new general instructor punished her, as if he did not regard
her as a woman, which naturally made her uncomfortable.
Casey saw Camille's anger. Seeing that she was silent, he deliberately
began to ask her some questions.
Camille was angry, but she was Casey’s political instructor, so she had to
answer Casey's questions differently.
Casey did not mind Camille’s attitude. In view of the performance of the
girls he met before, Casey preferred Camille held a bad attitude to him.
Casey was not narcissistic, but with his achievements at this age, it was
easier to attract the attention of girls. People instinctively worshiped
those with ability, which was known by Casey.
Through some questions, Casey understood the current situation of the
north border.
The north border was next to S Country, the weather and the terrain
were harsh. Although sparsely populated, it was the important military.
Only this place was guarded, the people in the country could enjoy a
peaceful and happy life.

In recent years, although the interior was peaceful and stable, and
people were thriving, the national border was not as peaceful as people
imagined.
Friction between it and the S Country was constant in recent years,
although there was no big conflict, they had constant small fight. The
country was becoming stronger and stronger, so the S country could not
defeat it. And there was Dragon Army in the North Border, S country
dare not do anything to it.
It was because of the silent efforts of these soldiers in the North Border,
people in the country could live a happy and stable life.
But even if other countries did not dare to invade the country, they
could not relax, after all, the world’s situation was unpredictable, no
one knew what would happen in the future, so everyone would try to
make themselves stronger.



And that was why Magnus wanted Casey to be the general instructor of
the Dragon army.
The north border was vast with countless strong army, the Dragon Army
was only one of the strongest armies. In addition to the Dragon Army,
there were many outstanding armies with achievements in the north
border. They, together, were the strongest army in C County.
...
In the military base of the Dragon Army in the north border.
Several men in camouflage uniforms were standing on top of a cliff
overlooking the Dragon Army base.
The men in camouflage uniforms were dragging a rope, and a man was
tied to the rope, and they let him down from the cliff, and about ten
meters down, the man planted a flag on the cliff.
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"Captain, are you ready?" Shouted a burly man who was holding on to
the rope.
"Pull me up." A deep voice sounded, and the men immediately pulled
the rope up.
The man who went down to plant the battle flag was the captain of the
Dragon Army. His name was Doyle. He had a square face, tall figure and
deep eyes, looked composed.
The men who followed Doyle to plant the battle flag were the captains
of each element of the Dragon Army. They were the elite of the Dragon
Army, no matter where they were placed, they were Kings of war.
"Captain, the new general instructor will come and take the battle flag.
Boone let us put the battle flag here, he was to play tough to the new
general instructor. What if the new general instructor is angry?" Asked a
swarthy man, named Drake, captain of the first element of Dragon
Army.
"Boone is playing tough to the new general instructor. I heard that this
new instructor is a member of a big family in B City. Such people
generally are pampered and had no tough experience. We don’t know
why he becomes our general instructor, but if he is weak, no one would
listen to him. Bonne let us plant the battle flag here just to test the new
general instructor." Glenn, the captain of the second element spoke
intelligently.
"Yes, I have no idea how the leader think and let a person B City to be
our general instructor. If he has no ability, he will be only bullied by us."



"Haha, you are right, let this new general instructor understand the
sinister of this society. We have boring training every day, maybe this
new general instructor is fun for us."
...
The others began to talk.
Doyle stared at several of them and said, "Ok, the new general
instructor hasn't come yet, and you are already thinking about how to
make trouble for him. If he turns out to be a man of means, it will be
you who will be in trouble."
"Oh, captain, you think too much, such a person could only make
money and pick up girls. We only value strength, if he can’t defeat us,
he would be in bad luck. Glenn was clearly dismissive of the new
general instructor.
"This new instructor may not even be able to beat me. When I get the
chance, I'll have to fight him alone. If I beat him, I'll be famous." Drake
said with expectation.
Doyle did not refute their remarks and clearly did not think highly of the
new general instructor, but he was a reserved person and did not speak
out his mind.
As they were discussing, a person stretched out his hand to point to the
distant horizon and opened his mouth, "Look, helicopter, that should be
the helicopter of the new general instructor."
Everyone looked that way, Doyle said, "Hurry. It will take some time to
get down from here. We must get back before they land."
They all nodded, and hurried down the slope.
Now the battle flag was inserted in the cliff, if Casey wanted to get the
battle flag, there were two options, one was to bypass, go up from this
slope and then let someone drag the battle flag down.
The other was to climb straight up the cliff, but it was a hundred meters
high, and even the trained soldiers didn't think the new general
instructor could climb that high.
So Casey would be embarrassed for sure.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 943 See for Fun

In the training base of the Dragon Army.
After Doyle came back with his people, he had sounded the gathering
whistle. At this time, all the members of the Dragon Army had gathered
here, waiting for the arrival of the new general instructor.
The helicopter stopped not far away, Casey, Boone and Camille came



down. Casey looked at these powerful soldiers, he was shocked.
Boone looked toward the cliff and saw the battle flag of the Dragon
Army already stuck in the cliff. His face showed a playful smile.
He turned to look at Casey, and then said with a smile, "General
instructor, there is all the members of the Dragon Army, they are the
elite. I believe after you become the general instructor of the Dragon
Army, they will reach to the next level."
Casey did not pay attention to Boone's compliments, but walked toward
the Dragon Army soldiers.
Doyle immediately took the lead and shouted, "Welcome, general
instructor!"
Everybody immediately followed shout, "Welcome, general instructor!"
It was thunderous and mind-blowing, which was the grandeur of the
First Army of the North Border.
Casey nodded with satisfaction, after looking at Boone behind him, he
asked, "Is there a handover ceremony? Do it now."
Boone said, "General instructor, there is a handover ceremony, and you
need to take the battle flag and lead the solders to make a vow. But the
flag is not above the cliff. According to the military only the general
instructors can touch the battle flag, see..."
Casey turned his head toward the cliff and saw the battle flag fluttering
in the wind. He turned his head and glanced at Boone.

Boone immediately removed his line of sight, as if he did not notice the
eyes of Casey.
Casey immediately understood that this must be deliberately arranged
by Boone.
Camille stared at the cliff and then said, "It's so high. How do you get it
down?"
The Dragon Army soldiers stared at Casey, and wanted to see how he
dealt with it.
Boone turned his eyes, and then smiled at Casey and said, "General
instructor, this is just a ceremony, although the provisions say only the
general instructor can touch the flag, if you can't take the flag down, I
can help."
He thought putting the battle flag on the cliff could let Casey take the
initiative to admit his weakness, once he said he really can't take the
battle flag from the cliff down, it would be difficult to build up his
prestige in the hearts of the Dragon Army soldiers in the future.
And he could use this opportunity to show that, although 100 meters



high of cliff was difficult to climb, with some tools, he could do it.
As a Thai boxing master, Boone had some experience in rock climbing,
so he had specially prepared climbing tools, which he intended to use
today.
He was confident that he could get the flag down in half an hour.
After that, he believed that the Dragon Army soldiers would certainly
compare him with Casey, when the time came, they would certainly
think that he was more suitable to be the general instructor.
"No need, I'll just go up and get it myself." Casey said to Boone lightly.
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Boone was stunned and did not expect that Casey would say he would
go up to take it, after all, 100 meters high cliffs was not easy to go up
for some masters of martial arts.
Boone heard that the grandmaster of the martial arts had quite horrible
means, they might be able to climb this 100 meters high cliff with some
tools, but Boone heard that the grandmasters were elderly people. He
did not feel that Casey at his 20s had the ability as grandmaster.
"General instructor, this cliff is 100 meters high, it is not easy to climb
up, and if you want to climb up, you can only climb from the back of the
slope. It is almost evening now, when you react the top, I am afraid it
will be dark." Boone opened his mouth.
Camille, looking at Casey, said, "General instructor, for the sake of your
safety, don't try to be brave. Boone is a Thai master, let him go up to
take it and it can save some time."
Casey smiled at the two of them and said, "You think too much. It won't
take me a minute to take the flag down."
After that, Casey went to the cliff. When he reached to the edge of the
cliff, he put down his bag.
Muramasa was in his hand, and he would use it when he went up the
cliff to fetch the flag.
Everyone turned toward the cliff. Boone narrowed his eyes and he
wanted to know how Casey took down the battle flag in less than a
minute.
After all, it was impossible.
"Boone, you go to advise that stupid guy. If anything happens, it will be
troublesome." At this time Casey had gone far, Camille was not afraid to
be heard by Casey, so she called Casey stupid.
Boone waved his hand and said, "No need, since he said he can take it



down, let’s see him how he takes it down. If he fails, he would be
embarrassed."
Hearing that, Camille fell silent and turned toward Casey.
"Hum, hateful guy, punish me to do push-ups, he deserves to be
embarrassed." Camille muttered to herself.
The Dragon Army soldiers began to whisper.
"I can't believe that our new instructor is really good at boasting. He
said he could take down the battle flag in less than a minute, even if
Boone would not say that." Muttered Glenn.
"Yes. It is so high that it would take him more than half an hour to climb
up even from the slope. It is crazy for him to think of bringing down the
battle flag in one minute." Drake chimed in.
"Probably he wants to pretend to be strong in front of us, regrettably he
is not good enough and make himself awkward."
"Wait for the fun. If he fails to get the flag down within a minute, he'll
have very little prestige in the Dragon Army."
...
Although he had gone far, Casey used his god mind to see their move.
Listening to their ridicule, he showed a playful smile on his face.
"Want to see fun? I'm afraid you can’t reach your dream today."
Muttering a sentence, Casey had pulled out the Muramasa.___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 944 Amazing Technique

They looked at Casey took out a knife with puzzlement. They really did
not know How Casey took down the flag with a knife.
“Is he trying to cut it down with his knife? Regardless of whether he has
the strength or not, chopping down the flag would only upset the
Dragon Army.” Boone said with a sneer.
In his heart, Casey could not take down the flag in a minute, he must be
embarrassed today.
But what happened next surprised him and his sneer stopped abruptly,
giving way to utter shock.
Casey pulled out Muramasa and the knife instantly emitted bursts of
light, which was magic.
Then Casey's body moved fast toward the cliff. As he fell, the ground
vibrated slightly.
And Casey’s speed had reached the point that ordinary people could
not imagine. They stood in the distance watching a residual shadow. It
was special effects produced by computer.



When Casey rushed to the edge of the cliff, his foot used force, and
then there was a circle of fluctuation released by power, and then he
rushed to the top a shell.
In this case, Casey jumped up dozens of meters, which amazed
everyone present.
After his speed lowered down, Casey reached out his hand and inserted
Muramasa into the mountain, and stopped on it with Xuangong.
Then the Muramasa broke out a strong power, by the impact, Casey
again rushed toward the top. In blink of an eye, he had come to the
place where the flag was.

After he pulled out the flag, he did not stop, but continued to rise
toward the top, and finally sat on the top of the cliff.
He inserted the flag next to him, overlooking the people in the training
base. Casey, like a god, looked at the people as ants.
People below felt a sense of pressure from Casey, this feeling could not
be given by a general instructor.
“...... Is he still a person? How the hell did he do that? How did he climb
a hundred meters up the cliff?” The expression on Drake’s face had
been stiff.
“My God, I wasn't dreaming, was I? It feels like a movie. Has our general
instructor hired a special effects team hidden in the neighborhood?”
Glenn murmured.
“This is horrible, the legendary masters of the martial arts may not be as
good as him.”
...
Boone stared at this scene blankly, if he had some contempt for Casey
before, now he dared to have any such idea.
Casey’s means might be superior to the grandmasters. He did not
expect the general instructor would have such strength.
“It seems that I made a mistake, the person the commander personally
chose will not be mediocre. I wanted to teach him a lesson and wanted
to take down the battle flag relying on rock climbing tools in half an
hour to show my ability, but he rushed up a hundred meters high cliff, I
am really ridiculous.”
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Boone helplessly shook his head, showed embarrassment.
Camille was stunned. She stared at Casey who was standing on the cliff



of in disbelief.
From Boone, she always felt that Casey was a lucky guy, happened to be
liked by Commander, so he was asked to be the general instructor, and
his the main role was to train the mind of the soldiers of the Dragon
Army.
Now seeing what Casey got, she just knew Boone was wrong and she
was wrong. Casey became the general instructor was not because he
was lucky and he was not just to train their mind.
“This guy is great, I didn’t expect that.” Camille said. This contrast made
her have profound impression on Casey. If Casey showed this means at
the beginning, she might not have this feeling now.
“Well, since you're so good, I'll let you go for you punished me to do
push-ups.” Camille was not angry anymore.
“The general instructor is really awesome, but how will he get down? It
takes a long time to come down from that slope.” All people marveled
at the means of Casey, and then a solider said so.
They wanted to know how Casey came down, after all, when he went
up, it was shocking, if he went down from the slope, it seemed funny.
“No matter how he comes down, the strength of this general instructor
amazed me. I have never seen one climbed up the cliff like that.”
“Yeah, that was scary enough, but let's see if he can do something
amazing when he comes down.”
“Look, he seems to be standing on the edge of the cliff, is he going to
jump straight off?”
“What? It is 100 meters high. Even if he was great, he would be
smashed if he jumps off and there is cement ground.”
...
Boone and Camille looked at Casey with worry, although Casey’s means
had exceeded their common sense, they still did not think he would be
intact if he jumped off from a hundred meters high cliff.
Camille subconsciously clenched her fist, frowning at Casey, muttered,
“We all know you are great, you do not need to do that. If you jump off
from such a high place, even if you have steel bones, you will smash.”
Boone walked toward the front two steps, shouted loudly at Casey,
“General instructor, wait at the top, I will call the helicopter up to pick
you up! Don't worry, the cliff is so high that it is no fun to jump off!”
Although Casey heard Boone's cry, he ignored it, but showed a trace of
excitement on his face.
He had never tried jumping off from a high place before, and he did not
know what it would be like.



Casey stopped forward and then rushed toward the ground._____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 945 Give You a Chance to Challenge Me

All soldiers of the Dragon Army saw Casey really jumped down from the
cliff. They opened their mouths with shock.
“God, the general instructor just handed over and now he committed
suicide, the Dragon Army will be famous.”
“Don't talk nonsense, do you know general instructor committed
suicide? What if he is all right?”
“It is 100 meters high cliff, unless this general instructor is immortal,
otherwise he won’t be all right.”
“Now I can only pray that the general instructor is ok. He was handsome
when he took the battle flag just now, but if he died, it would be a
joke.”
...
Boone saw Casey jumped and fell, could not help but take a deep
breath. He did not understand what this new general instructor was
thinking? Why could he jump down from such a high place?
If Casey died in the first day he took office, Boone thought he could not
escape the responsibility, but there was nothing he could do and now
could only pray Casey could be safe and sound.
Camille was nervous as the moment Casey jumped down and thought
men showed off their ability regardless of the result.
Casey's body was quickly falling, in the mid, he pulled out the
Muramasa inserted in the cliff.
After he ran XuanJin, condensed it on the soles of his feet, under his
body, there was a visible light cover. Casey had confidence that this
light cover would resolve the impact at the moment he landed.
Casey, who has been exposed to too many things that cannot be
explained by common sense, did not feel that he jumped down from a
hundred meters high cliff was a strange thing.

Minutes later, Casey's figure had been off the cliff and fell to the
ground.
Then people heard the sound of earth shaking. The dust wrapped up
Casey when he fell to the land.
The staff not far from the training base felt the ground vibration, they
were startled and thought it was the enemy's missile and all rushed out.
“What is going on? Where did that noise come from? Is it from S



Country?”
“Look over there. It looks as if something has fallen down. There is so
much dust. Is it a rock falling off?”
The staff ran over and saw the Dragon Army soldiers gathering there,
who looked grimly at the clouds of dust in the distance. They guessed it
was something very important had happened.
“What happened just now? You're doing missile tests? Or did something
fall off the cliff?” One of the staff approached the Dragon Army and
asked.
One of the soldiers said, “Our general instructor jumped off the top.”
“What!” After hearing this answer, those who ran out were surprised.
And a man said, “The new general instructor? Oh, my god, what's going
on? Doesn't he want to be a general instructor, and to express his
discontent in his heart, he's protesting against the commander in this
way?”
The soldier looked round at him, with a mixed feeling, trying to explain,
but he didn't know what to say, and finally he became silent.
After a while, one of the Dragon Army soldiers shouted, “Look, there's a
figure coming out!”
Everyone looked over and saw there was indeed a figure out of the
smoke, and gradually it became clear, it was unharmed Casey.
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All the soldiers of the Dragon Army were excited at once. They had
never thought that someone could jump from a hundred meters cliff
and survive unharmed. It was a thing that could only be done by gods.
“I admire this new general instructor! He is my idol, if anyone dares to
say bad words of him, I will not spare him!”
“It's wonderful. I've never seen such a strong man. He deserves to be
our general instructor.”
“If only he could teach us how to climb up and off a cliff hundreds of
meters high. My family bought me a house more than thirty stories
high. If I could do that, I wouldn't have to take the elevator.”
“Come on, even if you really learn it, you can’t try on the building. Look
at spot the general instructor jumped down, your residential property
will run after you if you do that.”
...
When the dust dispersed, they saw a huge hole on the ground behind
Casey, nearly half a meter deep, along radius of about twenty meters of



the hole, there were cracks, which was quite horrible.
The man who had said he was going to jump off the roof of his house
saw this and his eyes widened.
If he jumped down from the upstairs like that, the underground garage
of the community would be smashed.
Boone looked at Casey with admiration. This young man in his 20s had
power that he could not image.
Casey went to the Dragon Army, inserted the flag directly into the
ground. Seeing that, the soldiers immediately straightened their bodies
and looked solemnly at Casey.
“Since today, I am your general instructor, is there anyone to say no?”
Casey's voice, like thunder, echoed in the ears of every soldier.
The Dragon Army immediately answered in unison, “No!”
The staff was stunned. What the soldier said was true, the new general
instructor did jump down from the cliff, but he seemed not to express
his dissatisfaction and committed suicide.
But in order to frighten the Dragon Army soldiers, he deliberately
jumped from the top to let everyone know that he was powerful.
“This is too abnormal jumping down from the cliff to demonstrate his
status. No one did that before. It seems that Dragon Army training base
has a powerful man.” The staff said to himself.
Boone and Camille heard Casey’s words and involuntarily straightened
their bodies. The two of them thought highly of Casey from the bottom
of their hearts.
Camille looked at Casey with a glimmer of brilliance in her eyes.
Seeing that the soldiers’ attitude changed, Casey knew his purpose had
been achieved.
However he didn't plan on calling it a day.
He turned to Boone and said, “Boone, on the way here, I think you
seem to disapprove of me as a general instructor.”
“I'm giving you a chance to challenge me. I wonder if you have the guts
to fight me.”___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 946 Have A Fight

Boone was shocked to hear that, subconsciously he was to apologize to
Casey and said he was wrong and he did not know Casey was so
powerful.
But on second thought, if he directly did that in front of so many
soldiers, he could not establish his prestige in the future.



After hearing the words of Casey, soldiers of Dragon Army looked
excited, it was obvious that they wanted to see a showdown between
Casey and Boone.
“Boone, fight with our general instructor and it will be certainly
wonderful!”
“Right, the general instructor's means are amazing, but the strength of
Boone is strong. The fight must be quite wonderful.”
“Fight! Boone, it's time for you to show your manhood! You have
always said that you are very powerful, and now the general instructor
has come, let him see how powerful you are!” Someone shouted.
Boone heard the cry of the man, instantly he had impulse to strangle
him. He was thinking how to refuse Casey to let himself less ashamed.
However, after these soldiers shouted, if he did not fight with Casey, it
would be embarrassed.
Seeing that, Camille could not help but laugh, said, “Boone, since
everyone wants to see you and the general instructor fight, why don’t
you agree?”
Boone took a helpless sigh, turned to Casey. What Casey got was really
amazing, basically few people could do that, but Casey's actual combat
was not necessarily better than his.
Thai boxing was known as murder boxing with deadly moves, even if
Casey was difficult to be dealt with, he might not lose.
At that thought, Boone's eyes became firm, held his fist in the other
hand, said, “Since you want to fight, I will fight with you. If I offend you,
please forgive me.”

Casey showed a smile on his face and made a gesture to Boone.
Although he knew he was bullying Boone, he needed to establish his
prestige in front of the Dragon Army, and a fight with Boone was
naturally the best choice.
He was curious about Thai boxing. Even if Thai boxing could not make
Casey get a breakthrough, it would be good to learn some advantages
from it.
Two people stood in front of the Dragon Army soldiers, leaving a large
open space for their fight.
Casey stared at Boone, and then said, “Make your move.”
Boone did not hesitate, with some adjustment, he quickly rushed over
to Casey.
Casey stared at Boone's action, in his eyes, Boone's action was
tantamount to turtle climbing, If Casey wanted to, at the moment



Boone moved, he would have Boone pressed on the ground.
Boone rushed to the front of Casey, without the slightest drag, he hit on
the most vulnerable joint parts of Casey
Casey stared at Boone's moves, and did not make any counterattack at
the beginning, feeling of Thai boxing first.
Seeing that Casey only hid and did not fight back, Boone thought Casey
did not know how to fight back, so he immediately sneered in his heart.
“It seems that he really has no actual combat experience, only climbing
the cliff skills, in this case, but don't blame me to hit hard.”
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So thinking, Boone used more force and hit toward Casey, but it was
weird that, he could not even touch his skin.
This worried Boone, even if Casey did not fight back, he could not hit
Casey, there was no way to win.
After a careful study of the Thai boxing, Casey shook his head and felt
although the Thai boxing was fierce, there were many flaws. Even if the
master in the initial stage of inner force could see Boone’s flaws and
knock him down.
Although Thai boxing had some reputation in the fighting circle, it still
had a big gap compared with martial arts.
After understanding the situation of Thai boxing, Casey was not going to
continue to waste time with Boone, in the moment of his punch, he
directly attacked, Boone and beat him down on the ground with a
move.
The soldiers watching the battle immediately exclaimed, they had been
fighting for so long, finally they saw something wonderful.
Boone did not expect Casey who had been hiding would suddenly slap
him down, he hurriedly stood up from the ground and again put a
fighting posture.
“You make too many mistakes. There's no point in fighting.” Casey
spoke.
“General instructor, just now I made a mistake, please don't look down
upon my ability!”
Boone shouted, he rushed toward Casey and thought he must knock
down Casey once to save his dignity.
But as soon as he arrived in front of Casey, Casey slapped him and
knocked him down on the ground.
Boone rose again, attacked toward Casey, but in the next second, he fell



to the ground again.
Boone didn't even know how he fell, when he came to himself, his face
was touching the ground.
Dumbfounded, people looked at this scene, Boone fell down and stood
up for two seconds and fell down again. In front of Casey, he was like a
helpless child and could only be beaten.
Until this time, Boone knew Casey did not fight back was because he
gave away to him. His own ability was nothing to Casey.
He didn't want to continue but stood up, looking at Casey with a flushed
face, bowing and holding his fist in the other hand, “General instructor,
you are excellent, I admit defeated, and I apologize for my attitude
towards General instructor before, I hope you can forgive me,
henceforth, I will try to help you!”
Casey nodded with satisfaction, then turned to the soldiers, shouted,
“Let’s call it a day, from tomorrow on, I will train you, I will be every
strict to you, I hope you can withstand the pressure. I assure you if you
can stick in my training, you will be much stronger!”
“Yes! General instructor!” The Dragon Army soldiers shouted in unison.
Casey said nothing more and today's handover was successfully
completed.
Camille walked toward Casey with a smile and said, “General instructor,
I take you to the residence.”
Casey nodded, turned and walked toward the base together with
Camille.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 947 Entry

“You see, general instructor and Camille are match. Our general
instructor is in his 20s and he has been the instructor of the Dragon
Army, and Camille was in her early 20s and beautiful. If they are
together, it is absolutely match.”
“Yes, although Camille has been my dream lover, but now the general
instructor came, I feel sure I am not good as general instructor, it seems
that I can only give up.”
“I envy him, Camille should be the most beautiful girl in our army, and
she seems like general instructor. Many brothers will be
brokenhearted.”
...
They looked at the backs of Casey and Camille, talking.
“Everyone shut up and go back to training. If anyone talks about general



instructor behind his back again, he will run 20 kilometers with a heavy
load.” Boone stared took a glance at the soldiers.
Everyone shut up at once, not daring to talk again.
Boone turned to see Casey and Camille and said to himself, “They do
match, unfortunately, general instructor has been married.”
“But anyway, the Dragon Army will be even more brilliant with him as
general instructor.”
Boone showed a trace of emotion on his face, so far, he had thoroughly
admired Casey’s strength.
...
Casey heard their conversation through god mind and suddenly felt
headache, and stayed away from Camille subconsciously.
Camille saw Casey moved to the edge, feeling strange, so she walked to
Casey.

Seeing that, Casey could not help but accelerated his pace, it seemed
that there was a need that he asked Magnus to arrange him a male
instructor.
Otherwise, he might get into troubles.
Sure enough, it was not good for a person to be too excellent, and
Casey decided to be low-key in the future.
After a while, two people came to the training base, Camille took Casey
to the residence.
Because of the harsh conditions in the North Border, it wasn't a great
place to live, but the basic conditions were met.
Casey did not have high requirements for a place to live, as long as a
bed was enough.
He put his things down and turned to Camille, who was still standing in
the room. “You can go now. I'll take care of the rest.”
Camille spoke quickly and said, “General instructor, let me make your
bed.”
Then she went to Casey's bed and began to help Casey make his bed.
Casey was awkward and opened his mouth, “No, you go out.”
Camille did not go out but made his bed while making the bed, “It is ok,
men are certainly not our meticulous as girls, and you will sleep
comfortably.”
Casey immediately was speechless, and said to Camille in a cold voice, “I
now command you out!”
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Seeing that Casey’s tone was not right, Camille stopped in panic and
turned to Casey, pouted.
“General instructor, don't be so fierce to me. I felt I did something
wrong, so I want to make it up. You care much more powerful than I
thought and I should not have had that attitude to you can you forgive
me ?” Camille said pitifully.
Although Camille had come to the army, since childhood she had been
pampered, and she had been protected here, so she was still like a little
girl.
Camille almost cried out, Casey only felt a headache, in order to send
her away, he said, “I have forgiven you, you hurry out.”
“Really?” Camille stared at Casey and asked.
“Yes.” Casey replied.
Seeing that Casey had forgiven her, she gave a smile.
“I go first, call me if you need help. I can come every day to make a bed
for you.” Then Camille blinked her big eyes.
Casey hurriedly pushed Camille out of his room, and then closed the
door.
After Camille left, Casey took a sigh of relief and wondered why Magnus
arranged such a political instructor to him, which was troublesome.
The arrival of Casey caused quite discussion in the soldiers, especially he
alone climbed up a hundred meters cliff and inserted in the flag on it,
which shocked everyone.
It became a legend that he jumped down from hundreds of meters high
cliff. almost people heard about it and ran to the field at the bottom of
the cliff to have a look. Looking at the the broken pieces , everyone was
shocked and could not figure how Casey did it and how he withstood a
shock like that without a scratch.
The Doctor of Dragon Army training base even quietly followed Casey
for a few days and wanted to observe him if he would suddenly fall
down.
After all, he looked fine, it did not mean that his internal organs were
fine. They had seen a lot of people who fell from a high altitude could
directly stand up and walk away, but they died after a period of time,
because their internal organs had actually been broken, but the brain
had not found it.
Seeing that Casey was safe and sound, those doctors felt relieved and
marveled at Casey's body, and even wanted to catch Casey and had
anatomy to do research.



Of course, they could not beat Casey, so even if there was such an idea,
they could not put into action.
At the same time, on the border between C Country and S Country,
there were mountains, so desolate that machines could hardly detect it.
Black clouds of fog hung over the normally calm mountain, forming an
eerie elliptical vortex in the air.
As time went by, the fog in that vortex became thicker and thicker, and
eventually a strange wave spread out of it. The signal receivers at the
nearest military base became slightly abnormal because of the wave,
but it soon returned to normal.
A moment later, a figure in black robes, with strange undulation all over
its body, emerged from the vortex and stood in the valley.
That figure looked toward the direction of C Country, mumbling,
“Finally I come over, that gang certainly could not expect that we have
abandoned the original entrance and opened another one.”
“I can only enter this entrance by myself, but that's enough. The place is
a plain place with ordinary people, and it's easy enough for me to do
anything with my power.”
With that, the figure raised his hand and counted for a moment. Then,
with a sneer, he turned and walked across the S Country.
He walked slowly, but with every step he took, the figure appeared
dozens of meters away, and within a few breaths, he had
vanished.________________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 948 A Crash Course in Method of Breathing

In the conference room of the Dragon Army Training base..
At this time Casey and a high-level of Dragon Army sat in the conference
room at the round table, discussing some things.
Boone and Camille sat on both sides of Casey, Camille was responsible
for the minutes of the meeting, Doyle, with a serious face, sat on the
opposite side of Casey, and captains of each team were there as well.
“General instructor, that is the case. A competition will be held in the
next month, and it was the wolf with considerable reputation who
would compete with us. It is only a little weaker than us, but it was hard
to overcome them in the last time competition.”
Boone told Casey about the coming competition.
“The Wolf Army is always looking for a chance to beat us because we
have been overpowered, so that they can take over the name of the
First Army of C Country. This time, they are determined to win, and they



are threatening to trounce us.”
“If the Wolf Army is an ordinary army, we wouldn't pay attention to it.
After all, no one can match the Dragon Army, but the Wolf Army is
different. They have real strength, and even we have to take it
seriously.”
“I heard that they have found a powerful master in the martial arts field
as their instructor. They want to improve their individual combat ability
to the utmost in a short time, so we are under great pressure.”
“However, we have seen the your strength, certainly you are better
than the grandmaster the Wolf Army found, so we still have very strong
confidence to defeat the Wolf Army.”
After that, Boone fixed his eyes on Casey, waiting for Casey to speak.

Casey nodded to him and asked, “What is the name of the grandmaster
of the Wolf army?”
Boone shook his head and said, “This is the secret of the Wolf Army,
before the competition, they certainly will not divulge it, even as for
they find a grandmaster to do be their instructor, I heard it from a
friend, otherwise, we did not know that they made such preparations.”
Casey nodded thoughtfully and said, “it doesn't matter, just a
grandmaster, it is not a problem,it is quite easy to defeat them.”
After hearing the words of Casey, everyone was surprised that he was
so confident, before today's meeting, Boone and everyone knew the
terror of a grandmaster from others, and they thought it was hard to
win the competition.
They did not expect Casey to be so disdainful, as if grandmaster was
nothing to him.
In the past, the army was thought to promote the cultivation method of
martial arts to promote the soldiers’ fighting strength, but think each
master only taught them some simple tricks. Without the method of
breathing, even they had learned the tricks, it was basically the same as
the army tricks.
In addition, those who joined the army were replaced too quickly, and
the majority of them went home after two years of service. Even if they
were given the method of “breathing” in the army, they could not learn
anything in two years.
If the method of breathing could be achieved quickly, the army would
have popularized it by now.
Even if the martial family refused to announce the method, if there was
a quick effect, they wold have robbed it.



Martial arts depended on talent, and there was probably only one
genius like Casey in the whole world.
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And martial arts family can cultivate a master, because they began to
train the people in their families from an early age, and the soldiers
joined the army were at least eighteen years old, so it was difficult to
them to become a master of martial arts.
The Wolf Army surprised Boone that they found a master to be their
instructor. Although it could not make a martial arts master in a few
months, with a grandmaster for guidance, the soldiers’ fighting strength
would be upgraded.
“General instructor, you are so confident, are you also a grandmaster?”
Boone asked with curiosity.
Casey smiled and shook his head.
People had expectation became depressed. They thought Casey was
also a grandmaster, but Casey unexpectedly said he was not, so they
felt it would be hard to win the competition.
Casey did not care about the reaction of the people, although he was
not a grandmaster, he had reached half sublimation, and was a master
of inner force, he was much btter than a grandmaster.
But Casey did not want to explain.
“General instructor, we know you are great, but we can’t have blind
confiden prepared for the worst.” Boone said helplessly.
“When I say I can win, I will win.” Casey said seriously.
Boone only thought that Casey was comforting them, so he was not
happy.
Then Casey took out a book from his clothes and handed it to Boone,
said, “Copy this book, send the each member of the Dragon Army and
tell them to practice according to the book. A month later, the people of
the Wolf Army would not be the match for the Dragon Army.”
Boone took the book, had a look and no name on it. It was the
essentials of breathing.
“General Instructor, are you sure we can defeat the Wolf Army by
following this course?” Boone asked Casey in disbelief.
Casey nodded and said, “The content of this book is changed by me
according to the law of breathing in martial arts, which is more suitable
for military people to practice. As long as the soldiers practice daily
according to the above mentioned, within a month, their strength will



have earth-shaking changes.”
The contents of this book were inspired by Casey's original version,
which was more perfect than Theodore Turner's.
Although this adapted version of the method of breathing could not
make soldiers become masters of inner force, but it was enough to let
their physical strength to several times better, the most important was
that this adapted version was suitable for everyone, even if people with
no talent in martial arts could make their strength much stronger than
they were in the past.
And this method could bel learned fast, which was enough time to
changed the people completely.
This was the confidence of Casey to defeat the Wolf Army.
Even if they invited the grandmaster to teach a lot of things that would
be learned through a long time, the method effect of Casey had a faster
effect._
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 949 Devil Training

At the end of the meeting, everyone came out of the conference room,
Doyle and the captains of each team had worries. At this time they had
the book of the crash course in method of breathing, they did not know
if they should be happy or not.
“General Instructor gives us this to make us stronger? I always feel a bit
unreliable. It's all about breathing and how to use power. It sounds a bit
weird.” Drake said.
“I don't know, but general instructor is awesome and he relied on this
way, he would not give us useless things.” said Glenn.
Others captains had doubt felt it was unrealistic to become stronger on
this way.
“Since the general instructor said by this way can let us become
stronger, we do as what he said. Don't think much, try it and you will
know if it works or not.” Doyle looked at the crowd and said.
Everyone nodded and left.
They did not know this method of breathing was the way Casey made
them become stronger, what was ahead was the the devil training
specially formulated by Casey.
The function of breathing was to stimulate the potential of the human
body and make the body exert its extraordinary strength, and to make
them adapt to this state in a short period of time, of course, it needed
to constantly practice.



At four o'clock in the morning in the Dragon Army training base, the
voice of emergency call suddenly sounded, all the soldiers rushed out of
bed, quickly put on clothes and rushed out.
Casey at this time had stood in the playground of the training base.
Boone stood on his side, with two black eyes, and it was he whistled the
emergency call.
Camille went to the edge of Casey and Boone with a tired body, feeling
dizzy and wondered what was going on.
She looked at Casey and found him with spirit and fresh. She felt it
hateful that he woke everyone up though if he was not sleepy.

After a while, the Dragon Army all assembled on the playground.
Casey stared at them and said, “From today on, it is the time for your
training. I have made a complete and detailed training plan for you,
accurate to every minute. I hope you can live and stick to it.”
Everyone was shocked to hear that. Casey hoped they live and stick to
it, it was so freak.
“Can't the general instructor be serious? He just wants us to survive. If
we don't stick to it, will we lose our lives?”
“It should be a joke. He will not take our lifes.”
Most people thought it was just an exaggerated statement and did not
believe that Casey’s training would kill them.
At this time Casey took out a piece of paper from his clothes, writing the
training.
He handed the paper to Boone and asked him to read it.
Boone took the paper, curious, when he saw the content of the paper,
his whole body was stiff. He glanced at Casey incredibly and could not
believe his training plan.
“General Instructor, well... Do you really want to train like this?” Boone
asked.
Casey nodded and said, “Read it.”
Boone took a deep breath and read aloud, “push-ups, three hundred,
squat, three hundred, sit-ups, three hundred, quick knee lift, three
hundred...”
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All the soldiers immediately relaxed down after hearing that.
“I thought it was more horrible training, but it turned out to be some
physical training, which is not too tiring than our past training. It seems



that the general instructor really has not experienced the life in the
army and do not know our daily training content.” Someone said with a
smile.
“Yeah, I thought it was some kind of scary training, but that's what it is.
I'm relieved.”
“Keep your voice down and don't let the general instructor hear it,
otherwise he will increase training intensity.”
...
As they took a sigh of relief, Boone paused and continued, “These are
the daily warm-up content, needs to be completed before 6:30, who
cannot finished will do double the second day!”
Originally the soldiers rejoiced, but now they were stunned and felt into
silence.
“What! These... Just a warm-up? Did I hear you right?”
“My God, we spent at least half a day to practice these content, now if
will finish them in two and a half hours, we will die.”
“General instructor is not joking, the warm-up content has been so
abnormal, the training will certainly be more horrible, he will kill us.”
The soldiers complainted.
Boone did not care about the reaction of the people, and then read the
content of the paper.
The training content for the Dragon Army was from his master to train
Casey, but at that time Casey a black ointment given by his master, so
he could withstand that terrorist training. Considering the situation,
Casey had reduced a lot of the amount of the training.
And now these soldiers had the quick version of the method of
breathing, they would recover soon and it would stimulate their
potential.
According to Casey's estimation, as long as they mastered the method
of breathing, the training was just the limit of their day.
Of course, it would be very painful, if they wanted to be strong, they
had to endure it.
Hearing that, the soldiers felt it was the most abnormal training they
had seen.
When Boone finished reading, the audience was silent.
Casey said with a smile seeing that everyone did not speak, “this
training plan is only preliminary, if you perform well, I will consider
increasing the amount.”
“Today is the first day of training. I hope you have mastered the
technique of breathing I taught you. It will make you feel a lot better



during training.”
“That's all I have to say. Good luck.”
After finishing, Casey then added, “By the way, in order to make your
training more energetic, I decide to let Boone accompany you I hope he
can play a good lead role!”
Standing on the side, Boone was so shocked to hear that.__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 950 Are You Immortal

In the following time, Dragon Army began the most difficult training in
the history of the army, Dragon Army training base can be described as
a tragic scene.
Especially in the first few days, almost every Dragon Army soldier was
tortured to death. The training almost killed them. On the second day,
nearly half of the soldiers felt that they could not stick to the cruel
training and were likely to die in the middle of the training and decided
to quit.
However, these people were scolded by Boone, who said they ashamed
the Dragon Army, if they could not overcome even this challenge, how
they shoulder the Dragon Army’s task.
Although Boone also could not carry this intensity of training, but he
was deputy instructor, if he dare to say to give up, Casey would shoot
him dead.
Of course, Casey had expected this situation, so at the next day night,
he gathered the Dragon Army and told them the essence of the method
of breathing.
In according to the interpretation of the Casey, the soldiers did had felt
a force they had never felt before, because of consuming too much
during the day, so when they ran the method of breathing, every cell of
the body took the strength, it made them feel quite pleasure.
In the third day of training, the people found that because of the
practice of the method of breathing, even if the previous day's training
was extremely abnormal, they did not feel the slightest fatigue, but
quite energetic.
And their strength had increased significantly.
Therefore, the Dragon Army all immediately gave up the idea of giving
up, if really practiced in accordance with Casey's training, a month later,
they really might be greatly improved.
Training was methodically carried out, the atmosphere of the training
base had become depressed, everyone knew what they needed to do in



the next month, as long as they stick to it,they would become much
stronger.

Camille did not need to be trained, but because Casey got up at four
o'clock every day watching the training, as Casey’s political instructor,
she naturally got up to guide Casey's life and arrangements.
Because of her curiosity, Camille had the method of breathing from
Boone and practiced it. Camille was worried about the impact of getting
up too early every day on her skin, but after practicing the method of
breathing, she felt her skin not only did not become bad, but also more
moist and delicate.
This made Camille think Casey was unusual and was curious about him.
By the name of guiding Casey’s life, she often went to Casey’s
dormitory, trying to see if she could can find some secrets of Casey.
Casey wanted to avoid her, but she was his instructor, he could not
directly drive her away, so he could only try to hide away, if he failed, he
would deal with her.
And a lot of things in the army really needed Camille. Casey had limited
energy, he could not do everything himself.
One afternoon, under the leadership of Boone, the Dragon Army had
the actual combat, because the training was on track, and Casey had no
need to watch it all the time, so he was in his room practicing god soul.
Casey sat cross-legged on the edge of the bed, making a strange mark
with both hands, and remained so still that he looked as if he were
meditating.
But people with awakening god soul could see Casey suspending above
a layer of starlight power, these forces constantly rushed toward Casey
to converge on the little man in Casey’s mind.
At this time the little man had been more solid than he was in the past,
and the light of it became brighter and the power of its god soul
became stronger.
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Since he got the method of god soul practice from the Woods family,
Casey practiced every day. He was not fast, but Casey did feel his god
soul enhanced day by day and the repair speed of the Killing Immortal
Sword accelerated a lot.
Some time ago, he tried to explore the array plate he got from the
Chow family. At that time, he felt that his god soul was not enough to



support the release of an array.
Through this period of time of god soul practicing, Casey felt the his
power of god soul enhance ceasedly. He believed that he would have
the ability to use that array plate soon.
After a while, Casey ended the practice, after a deep breath, all the
strength of the body inhaled, at this time his god soul had light until
there was a virtual shadow around Casey.
A huge virtual shadow of Casey emitting the golden light covered him
up, which made Casey look quite supernatural.
At this time, Camille pushed the door and walked into the room of
Casey, just to see that.
She originally intended to shout the name of Casey, but now she froze
in place with her mouth opened and looked at Casey emitting golden
light on the bed in surprise.
At that moment, Camille felt as if she had seen the immortal descend.
BecauseCasey did not release god mind, so he did not find Camille came
to his room, when he finished training, he opened his eyes, only to see
Camille standing in the middle of his room, staring at him.
He got out of bed and casually said, “What are you doing here? Have
you come to make my bed again?”
Camille swallowed. Then she said, “General... General instructor, are
you immortal?”
Casey laughed and said, “If I were immortal, I would go to heaven and
live there. Why do I stay here?”
“But I saw you glowing, and there was a huge version of you all around
you. Isn't that something the immortals do?” Camille said incredulously.
“That was just a vision of me at the end of my practice. I'm a real
person. Now, stop dwelling on that and tell me what you came to see
me for.” Casey said.
Although Casey himself said he was a living person, but Camille knew
Casey was certainly not an ordinary person. That vision had explained
everything.
At that thought, Camille's eyes became firm, and then turned to Casey
and asked, “General instructor, I came to you, in fact, I need your help.”
“Oh? What is it?” Casey asked.
Camille suddenly became shy, and nervously played with her fingers.
Then she said in a delicate voice, “I want - you to be my boyfriend for a
few days.”__




